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ecnu anthropology english ma - and chinese folk religion, minorities of southwest china, anthropological
theories, migration and globalization, anthropology of religion and anthropology of china. among others, he
has published articles in current anthropology, cultural diversity in china and international journal of sino ...
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thereafter, however, they were converted ... china from kucha in today's xinjiang autonomous region of the
prc. explorers and scientists in china's borderlands, 1880-1950 - explorers and scientists in china's
borderlands, 1880-1950 denise m. glover, stevan harrell, charles f. mckhann, margaret byrne swain ... temples
and folk religion and of the religions of several minority groups in ... graham’s itinerating took him into the
remote mountains of southwest sichuan, where he first became familiar with some of the ... mexican folk
medicine and folk beliefs - mexican folk medicine and folk beliefs curanderismo y yerbas medicinales eliseo
“cheo” torres, university administrator, ... and skills used by traditional folk healers, including ... southwest
during his lifetime. andrew weil modern “integrative medicine” specialist multiple choice. choose the one
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chesapeake bryson cv - department website - religious studies - change in china: connecting history and
anthropology, harvard university (february 2016). “gendering minzu and zongjiao: the goddess baijie in
1930s-1950s yunnan.” conference on gender and religion in 20th-century china, rutgers university (october
2015). key issue 1: where are the world’s religions distributed? - why is it difficult to know exactly how
many adherents (followers) each religion may have? 2. world religions can be grouped into four categories: ...
folk religions 6% of the world’s people): ... more than _____ of the people of central asia and of southwest asia
and north africa identify themselves as _____. 10. what is the breakdown of ... darren dochuk - history.nd darren dochuk associate professor department of history university of notre dame ... plain-folk religion,
grassroots politics, and the rise of evangelical conservatism new york: norton, 2011. ... america,” clements
center for southwest studies symposium, southern methodist university, dallas, texas, march 2013 ...
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